CROSSWORD
No. 15,556 Set by FLIMSY

ACROSS
1  A churchman holding cape that's authentic (8)
5  Notices a wife go from one extreme to the other (6)
9  Against one in court one uses charm, perhaps (8)
10  Turn up a very quiet organ (6)
12  Check what bears have picked up? (5)
13  Stroke goat then run away (9)
14  Look to eat very little? (6)
16  Girl – one on errand (7)
19  Chapters including Queen's remarks (7)
21  Make up dries outside – good for wrinkles (6)
23  Foolishly type errors missing year they work at the Financial Times (9)
25  Priest at church for a period of time (5)
26  Naughty child ultimately at fault (6)
27  Gathers bed's to be turned round in room? On the contrary (8)
28  Want father to follow diet regularly (6)
29  Salesmen pinching hat? Treacherous people! (8)

DOWN
1  Bill grabs mushroom to swallow (6)
2  One knows the score (9)
3  End of root in rake's way (5)
4  Busy time with money (7)
6  Pointed out former newspaper editor? (9)
7  Novel left on female's mantelpiece (5)
8  Nothing in wry grin strangely reveals getting in a fluster (8)
11  Check in hotels temporarily (4)
15  Eels initially found in rivers – or other source of water? (9)
17  Uniform worn in citadel (9)
18  Perhaps Aida and Ted will get engaged (8)
20  Food moderate conservative's thrown up (4)
21  Concerned with husband's repair (7)
22  Actor, half-cut, is creating argument (6)
24  Where sailors are found, drink is shortly (5)
25  One in story – Biggles, perhaps (5)
28  Want father to follow diet regularly (6)
29  Salesmen pinching hat? Treacherous people! (8)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday June 3
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Monday June 5
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT